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V630 Cyg was disovered and designated as S 4556 by Ho�meister (1949). Romano(1966) observed this star and found that V630 Cyg shows frequent short and long out-bursts, whih is very suggestive of an SU UMa-type dwarf nova. Then, the star has beenregularly monitored as a andidate SU UMa-type dwarf nova by a number of amateur ob-servers. Wenzel (1989) also deteted apparent superoutbursts. Bruh & Shimpke (1992)obtained an optial spetrum with the weak Balmer emission lines whih does not wellagree with the normal behavior of SU UMa stars. Cordova et al. (1981) reported thatV630 Cyg was not deteted during a survey with HEAO-1 in soft X-rays. Nogami et al.(1997) measured that the reurrene yle of long outburst is 290 d and that of shortoutburst is 30{50 d. Table 1: The observation summaryDate HJD HJD Exposure Error2 Mean N4start1 end1 time (s) V mag317 August, 1996 50313.054 50313.060 90 0.01 2.419 518 50313.958 50314.086 90 0.02 2.531 11219 50315.187 50315.293 90 0.02 2.719 9320 50316.209 50316.297 90 0.04 2.911 7221 50317.217 50317.222 60 0.03 4.035 55 September, 1996 50332.097 50332.103 90 0.25 5.949 510 July, 1999 51370.497 51370.579 30 0.05 2.559 20011 51371.466 51371.549 30 0.05 2.647 20012 51372.470 51372.552 30 0.07 2.739 1991 HJD� 24000002 Nominal error for eah point3 Magnitude relative to the loal standard star GSC 0318701786 (GSC mag = 12.18)4 Number of frames
To investigate the nature of V630 Cyg, we arried out time-resolved photometry duringoutbursts aught by P. Skalak (Vanmunster 1996) in 1996 and by Poyner (1999) in 1999.
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In 1996, we performed the observations at Ouda Station, Kyoto University. A 60-mreetor (foal length = 4:8 m) and a Thomson TH 7882 CCD amera with a Johnson-V�lter attahed to the Cassegrain fous were used (for more information of the instruments,see Ohtani et al. 1992). In 1999, the observations were arried out at the Conder BrowObservatory using an un�ltered CCD amera (SXL8) and a 33-m Newtonian telesope.Table 1 gives the journal of the observations.After standard de-biasing and at �elding, the Ouda frames were proessed by amiroomputer-based aperture photometry pakage developed by one of the authors (TK).The software used to redue the raw Conder Brow data was developed by Nik James inEngland and performed standard de-biasing and at �elding prior to proessing using anaperture-based photometry programme. Magnitudes of V630 Cyg were measured relativeto the loal omparison star GSC 0318701786 (GSC mag = 12.18). The loal hek starGSC 0318700683 was used to on�rm the onstany of the omparison within 0:m02 duringour observations and measure the nominal error for eah data point.Figure 1 shows the light urve of the 1996 August outburst. Sine Skalak notied thisoutburst on August 10 (HJD 2450306), the outburst lasted at least 11 days. Periodimodulations were learly superposed on the slow deline trend (0.17 mag d�1) betweenAugust 18 and 20. After removing the deline trend, we performed a period analysis by thephase dispersion minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1987). The best estimatedperiod is 0:0789 (� 0:0004) d (Figure 2a), and de�nite superhumps of this period is seenin Figure 2b, on�rming the SU UMa nature of V630 Cyg.

Figure 1. Light urve of the 1996 August outburst
V630 Cyg entered the rapid deline phase of the superoutburst and beame fainter by1:m1 between our observations on August 20 and 21. Two weeks after, on September 5,the relative magnitude of V630 Cyg was 5:95�0:05 mag, indiating that the amplitude ofthe superoutburst is larger than 3:m53. This is a normal value of an SU UMa-type dwarfnova (see e.g. Nogami et al. 1997).
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Figure 2. (upper panel, a) Theta diagram of the PDM analysis for the data between 1996 August 18and 20, learly indiating f = 12:67� 0:07 d�1 (P = 0:0789� 0:0004 d) as the best estimatedsuperhump period. (lower panel, b) Superhump light urve folded by the superhump period

Figure 3. (upper panel, a) Theta diagram of the PDM analysis for the data obtained during the 1999outburst. The best estimated period is P = 0:0783� 0:0008 d (f = 12:77� 0:13 d�1), whih is inaordane with the superhump period obtained in the 1996 outburst within the error. The otherperiods pointed by peaks with higher signi�ane are rejeted by manual period analysis.(lower panel, b) Superhump light urve folded by P = 0:d0783


